Weather Analytics at your Fingertips

When a severe storm occurs, do your teams have easy access to weather verification tools to more quickly adjust claims and help homeowners get back on their feet? With Benchmark™ hail, wind, and lighting analytics, you’ll receive granular, near real-time maps and property specific reports of weather that affected homeowners—on your iPhone®, iPad®, or laptop.

By using fast, precise, industry-leading weather analytics tailored to your business, you can have better information about neighborhood-by-neighborhood impacts after a storm. That helps you understand the severity and volume faster and respond quickly for greater customer satisfaction.

8 Reasons leading P/C insurers use Benchmark for hail, wind, and lightning claims

1. Fast. Speeds claims process and reduces cycle time.
2. Easy. Minimizes guesswork by field staff.
3. Flexible. Delivers property weather forensics on your iPhone®, iPad®, and laptop.
4. Intuitive. Quick, easy access to property-specific reports of hail, wind, or lightning and metro maps.
5. Accurate. Relies on the most accurate data available including dual pol radar. Identifies wrong DOL cases and peril coding.
6. Streamlines claims management. Reduces multiple inspections. Quickly estimate which neighborhoods are affected and how many teams to deploy to the storm region.
7. Cost-effective. Reduces loss adjustment expense by managing staff more efficiently. Reduces losses by identifying vandalism or fraud earlier.
8. Comprehensive. The most extensive history of weather-related events for each property location in the United States and Canada.
How it Works

Save Time and improve Accuracy when adjusting Claims due to Hail, Wind, and Lightning
Property casualty insurers and their service provider partners depend on accurate weather analysis to help policyholders recover after a severe storm. Benchmark applications deliver the most accurate, accessible, and comprehensive weather verification data available—at your fingertips in the field and in the claims record.

Benchmark™-Mobile uses the latest technology to deliver hailstorm dates and hail size data on your smartphone in seconds. This intuitive tool provides the history of hail at each rooftop of interest.

Benchmark for XactAnalysis® and Benchmark for Xactimate® delivers address-specific hail, wind, and lightning reports into the claim record within your existing claims and estimating workflows.

Benchmark Web delivers reports and maps quickly on your laptop or iPad®, so you know—neighborhood by neighborhood, rooftop by rooftop—the size and location of hail, the wind speed severity, and where lightning strikes occurred.

Benchmark
The Benchmark database provides the most comprehensive history of natural hazards by property in the industry. Benchmark delivers on-demand reports, maps, and analytics detailing hail, wind, and lightning for precise, site-specific analysis.

Respond™
Respond is the natural hazard analysis and forecast service that reduces loss adjustment expense and cycle times by delivering accurate, location-specific analytics integrated into the claims workflow. You get comprehensive analysis of perils including hail, wind, hurricane, tornado, wildfire, and winterstorm.

Verisk Insurance Solutions
Verisk Insurance Solutions provides software, data, and analytics for enterprise climate risk management. Insurers can apply our solutions to help improve customer service, achieve more accurate risk selection, and lower claims expense.

Verisk innovations
Verisk innovations draw on disaster risk models from AIR Worldwide, vertically integrated data from Verisk Analytics, and environmental data and expertise from our Atmospheric and Environmental Research (AER) unit.

Want to know more?
To learn how we can help you manage weather-related risks and claims, contact us at 800.424.9228 | sales@Xactware.com | Xactware.com.
Xactware provides sales and support for the Benchmark and Respond products from Verisk Insurance Solutions.